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In group communications， multiple processes first establish a group and then each process sends a message to multiple processes 
while receiving messages合ommultiple processes in the group. In addition， messages are required to be causally/totally delivered 
to each process. Due to the limited amount of computation and communication resource， processes cannot send and receive as 
many messages as白eprocesses would like. We newly propose a notification-based da阻 transmissionprocedure with two-
phase slow start (TPSS) to efficiently exchange multimedia messages in a group so as to satis今QoSrequirement. In TPSS，白e
transmission rate of a process is increased by transmitting redundant data so that no data is lost even if some packets are lost. 
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マルチメディアデータを扱うグループ通信では、必要とされるサービス品質(QoS)をグループ内の各アプリケーシヨン

プロセスに提供せねばならない。グループ通信では、プロセスは複数のプロセスからメッセージを受信し、かつ複数の
プロセスにメッセージを送信する。計算機資源が限られていることから、プロセスは他のプロセスから送信されたメッ

セージをすべて受信できない場合がある。本論文では、高速ネットワーク上でグループ内のプロセス聞に必要な QoSを

提供するために、通知方式とデータ多重化による二相スロースタート方式によるマルチメディア送信について論じる。

1 Introduction 

In distributed applications， multimedia da也Iikevoice and 
image is exchanged among processes in high-speed networks 
like Gigabit Ethernet [6] and ATM [1]. High-speed proto・

cols like XTP [4] and multimedia protocols like RTP [9] and 
RSVP [3] are developed so far， by which a large volume of 
multimedia data can be efficiently unicast to one process 
or multicast to more than one process. In these protocols， 
inter-message gap is con甘olledto be kept so long that a re-
ceiver process does not overrun the bu宵er.One-to-one (uni-
cast) and one-to-many (multicast) protocols to satis命require-
ment ofQuality ofService (QoS)， delay time， bandwidth， and 
loss ratio are discussed [1， 3， 9]. On the other hand， a pro-
cess exchanges messages with multiple processes in a group 
[2， 5， 7， 11]， i.e. sends each message to multiple processes 
while receiving messages合ommultiple processes. For ex・
創nple，video and voice data are dis甘ibutedto every remote 
site in teleconferences. 

In a traditional approach， every site first sends multime-
dia data to a controller. Then， the controller forwards the 
data to every remote site. Since it takes at least two rounds 
to deliver a message from a site to another site， the cen-
tralized approach is not suited to real-time applications in a 
wide-area network. We組keaルlかdistribuledapproach [7] 
where every process directly sends a message to destination 
processes without any centralized controller in order to sat-
isfシreal-timeconstraints of multimedia data. Every process 

sends a message to each destination process while receiving 
messages合ommultiple processes so白atQoS requirement is 
satisfied.有leauthors [13] discuss synchronous/asynchronous 
and QoS・balancedlunbalancedmulticastlreceipt models for 
exchanging multimedia messages in a group. Each process 
spends computation resource to exchange messages with mul-
tiple processes. For example， ifa process allocates most com-
pu阻tionresource to receive messages from one process， the 
process cannot receive messages仕omother processes due 
to the lack of computation resource. It is not easy to es-
timate bandwidth for each process and adopt the feedback-
based control taken by other protocols [4， 8， 9] in the group 
communication. In addition， the transmission rate of a pro-
cess is increased by more redundantly transmitting data [14]. 
Even if a destination process overruns the bu宵erand some 
data is lost， the data can be recovered合omthe redundant data 
and be delivered without retransmission. In this paper， we 
newly propose a notification-based dala transmission prolo・

co/ (NQCP) with lWo-phase slow starl (TPSS) in a fully 
distributed group communication. 

In section 2， we discuss the two-phase slow start (TPSS) 
algorithm. In section 3， we discuss the notification-based data 
transmission procedure (NQCP). In section 4， NQCP with 
TPSS is evaluated. 
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2 Two-Phase Slow Start 

2.1 System Model 

A graup G is a collection of multiple processes Pl， ...， 
PlI(n> 1) which are cooperating by exchanging messages in 
a network. A process sends each message to multiple pro-

cesses while receiving messages合ummultiple processes in 
a group. Let S1吋m)and dst(m.) denote a source process 
and collection of destination processes of a message m， re-
spectively.百lenetwork supports Quality of Service (QoS); 
bw(bandwidth [bps])， pl(packet loss ratio [%])， and dl(delay 
time [msec]). A message m is decomposed into a sequence 
pkt(m) of pαckds lJkl， ...， pk，(l 2: ]). A packet is a unit 
of data transmission in the network. A destination process 
receives packets and assembles由epacke飴 intoa message. 

Then， the message is delivered to the app]ication process by 
the destination process. 

2.2 Redundant data transmission 

]n a high-speed network， packe包 are]ost due to bu宵er
overrun and over日owin each destination process. In addi・
tion， packets are ]ost in a burst manner. In order to tolerate 
the burst packet ]oss， we transmit redundant packe臼.An ap-
plication data is decomposed into a sequence of s(~gments. 
Each segment 抱負lrthermoredecomposed into a sequence of 
data packets pk1， ...， pk， with a pαrity packet pko [Fig-
U問 1]. A data packet carries application data. The parity 
packet includes the da阻 obtainedby ca]culating the exclusive 
or (XOR) of the packe也 pk1，...， pk[. Here， all the data 
packe臼 (pk}，…， pk，} can be obtained only if more than one 

packet in the segment f.:pk1， ...， pk" pko} is not lost. That is， 
even if one data packet pki is lost in a segment， every appli-
cation data in the segment can be recovered. A segment is a 

unit of recovery合ompacket loss. 

packets message 

ー→口口… D~ 
a仰1icati'Ondata p鳥pk2 pk， P~， 

Figure 1. Segment. 

2.3 Increasing transmission rate 

Suppose a group G is established among multip]e pr'O-

cesses Pl， . . . ， Pn・1f a pr'Ocess wou]d Iike t'O send packets， the 
process makes a decision 'On a type of packet delivery and the 
initial transmissi'On rate t'O each destinati'On pr'Ocess. There are 
tw'O types of packet de]ivery， priority-based andfair one. In 
the priority-bωed packet delivery， processes are prioritized. 
Packets received are delivered in priority order of sender pro・
cess. In the fair packet delivery， processes are peers. Pack-
ets合umeach process are delivered at same pri'Ority. Another 
pr'Ocess Pi starts data transmission to the process pj at initial 
transmission rate. The initial transmission rate is s'O small that 
nobu宵eroverrun occurs in the process Pj・Letrαteij denote 

the transmission rate仕oma process Pi to a process Pj. The 
receiver process Pi allocates the transmission rate rαt(~ij to 

each sender process Pi so出倒的 doesnot overrun bu宵ereven
if all the 'Other processes send packe脂 tothe process Pj・Then，
Pj notifies each process Pi of rαteij. That is， the summation 
of the rates rαtelj +rαte2i + ... + ratc71.1 is smaller than the 

maximum receipt rate of the process Pj・Then，the process Pi 
sends packe臼 to出eprocess Pi at the rate rat(~ii. 

1 f a sender process has to send packe臼 athigher甘ans-
mission rate， the sender process monotonically increases the 
transmission rate in甘ヨditionalslow start a]g'Orithms [4， 8]. If 
the sender process is notified ofpacket loss by a receiver pro-
cess， the transmissi'On rate is decreased and the packets lost 

訂'eretransmitted by出esender process. This strategy is n'Ot 

suitable for real-time applications since it takes time to de-
liver a packet lost. We propose a novel slow start data trans-

mission strategy named two-phase slow start (TPSS)， which 
aims at reducing the number of packets re甘ansmittedeven 
if the packets are ]ost. TPSS is composed of redundanl and 
non-redundant甘ansmissionphases. In the traditiona] s]ow 
start algorithms， a sender process increases the transmission 
rate of packets， i.e. the transmissi'On rate is increased by 
transmitting m'Ore volume of application data for a unit time. 
Hence， the destination process cannot receive application data 
in the packe也 lost.In our approach， the甘泊施missionrate is 
increased by more redundantly transmitting application data 

while application data itself is transmitted at the original rate 
[Figure 2]. The higher the transmission rate， the more redun-
dantly application data is transmitted. Even if a destination 
pr'Ocess cannot receive a packet due to overruns， no applica-
ti'On data is ]ost since app]icati'On data in packets l'Ost are re・
dundantly carried by other packets. Since packets lost are not 

. retransmitted， the total transmission rate can be increased by 
increasing the redundancy of the data transmission while the 
transmission rate of the application data is invariant. 

transmlssl'On 
rate 

rateij 

app1icati'On data 

parity data 

tlme 

百四tphase 

Figure 2. Fi隠 tphase. 

2.4 Burst packet loss 

In high-speed communication， packets are lost in a burst 
manner. For example， if CPU is not available to receive pack-
ets for ten milliseconds [msec] in a Gigabit E出ernet， a pro-
cess l'Oses about forty packets (30kbytes / packet). Hence， 
there must be m'Ore than forty packe臼 betweenevery pair of 
packe脂 whichcarry replicas of same appIication data. Other-
wise， every repIica ofthe application data is lost in one burst 
failure. The number of c'Ontingent packets lost is referred to as 
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burstloss length. For example， Figure 3 shows how to trans-

mit a pair of parity packets pk01 and pko"J' The application 
data is decomposed into a sf~grnent of 11， packets pk)， . 
pk"・Asequence of the data packets l;pk)，…， pkn} is fur-
thermore decomposed into a pair of SUbSf!gments S) = (pk)， 

pk3，…， pk/1 } and .'12 = (pk 2 • pk4 • …, pkl2 ) where l) = 11， 
-1 and l2 = n for even number η" l) =ηand 12 = Tl -1 for 
odd number n. The parity packets are transmitted a白erall the 
da阻 packets.Each parity packet pko， is created by calculating 

X 0 R (exclusive or) of data packets pki， pki+2' . . • • pk1• (i= 1， 
2). Ifthe packets are decomposed into k segments， each seg-

ment Sj is a sequence (pk.i' 1)J.~.i+わ pk什21." 一・) of packets. 
A segment is realized by interleaving k subsegments. That 

is. packets are transmitted in a sequence (…，pkj， pkj+t....， 
pk:i+ト t.pk什わ・・・)where each packet pk什ト1comes from 
a subsegment Si (i= 1， ...， k). Here， the number k is referred 
to as packet distance. In the example of Figure 3， the packet 
distance is 2. The packet distance is required to be longer than 
or equal to the burst loss length. Here， even if two contingent 
packets， say pk3 and pk4 are lost， at most one packet is lost 
in every subsegment. Each of the packets lost are recovered 
in each subsegment. Hence， the application data can be de-
livered to the destination process even ifpackets in a segment 

are lost in a burst manner. 

卒園占白占凸占凸
口datapacket.園 paritypacket. 

Figure 3. Transmission of segments. 

If a destination process pj can receive all of the packets 
from a process p.; in the redundant transmission phase for a 
round-甘iptime， the destination process pj assigns the receipt 
rate rateij at the redundant phase to the sender process Pi 
and the second non-redundant phase starts [Fig~re 4]. The 
sender process st釘1snon-redundantly sending packe脂 atthe 

assigned transmission rate rateij. 
During the first phぉe，every receiver process Pj is noti-

fied of the transmission rate required by a sender process Pi. 

Every receiver process allocates computation resource to re-
ceive packets.百len，the process P.1 notifies the process p， of 
the rate rαreij at which Pi can send packets to Pj. Then， the 
second phase starts. Hence， most packets can be received by 
every destination process at the second phase. Thus， the size 
of application data to be lost can be more reduced than the tra-
ditional slow start algorithms even if some number of packets 

are lost in a. burst manner. 

3 Data Transmission Procedure 

3.1 Notification approach 

In traditional feedback-based protocols， the transmission 
rate of each process is controlled to prevent packets合ombe-
ing lost due to lack of receiver bu宵erand network conges-

transmlsslon 
rate 

raleij 

parity data 

application data 
tlme 

日目tphase second phase 

Figure 4. Second phase. 

tions. i.e. window-based f10w control [8] and rate-based con-

gestion control [4]. Ifpackets are lost due to lack of compu-

tation resource like CPU， the receiver process considers that 
packets are lost due to congestion. Then， the receiver pro-
cess notifies the sender process that the transmission rate is 
reduced in the congestion control. In the group communica-
tion. a process receives packets from multiple processes while 
sending messages to multiple processes. The number ofpack-
ets to be lost can be decreased by changing the delivery rate 
of packets sent by the other sender processes. Therefore， we 
newly take a notification-based approach， where each process 
Pi notifies every process Pj of the transmission rate rateij at 
which the process pj is required to receive packets from the 
process Pi・ Here.the process P:j may receive packets合om
other processes in addition to the process Pi. If the buffer 
overruns at the destination process Pj in the. two-phase slow 
start， the packet transmission rate 'rαte';j is reassigned to each 
sender process Pi based on出eザpeof packet delivery. 

A process Pi匂 receivesa message m from an application. A 
sequence pkt(m) of packets pk)， ...， pk1 of the message " 

i白sstored in a message queue 1¥1 Q of the process P仏N炉. Here， 

pk) and pkl are referred to as tap and last packets in the 
sequence pkt( m)， respectively. Each process P.'i manipulates 
the following parameters: 

1. D: data size [packet] stored in the queue A1 Q . 

2. TT: transmission time D / T R [time unit]. 

3. HT: holding time [time unit]. 

The process Pi吋 dequeuesa packet合omthe queue 1¥1 Q ev-
町市timeunits. T R [抑制/timeunit] shows the transmis-
sion rate of the message m， which is lower than the notified 
transmission rate ratei，i' HT  indicates the processing time to 
change the delivery rate in a process. The QoS requirement of 
the message m is sent to all the destination processes on time 
when the top packet of the message rn is enqueued into the 
message queue AI Q of仏・ Evenif A1Q is empty when pack-
ets are enqueued， the packets are not soon transmitted in the 
network. Each packet stays in the queue M Q for at shortest 
HT  time units. HT  is holding time showing how long each 
packet stays in the queue 1¥1 Q. The transmission of the mes-
sage m is delayed until the QoS information of the message 
rn is surely delivered to the destination processes [Figure 5]. 
QoS information is in a form <D， TT， HT>. 

Next， suppose出ata process Pt receives packets合oman-

other process PS' The proc 
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Figure 5. QoS notiflcation. 

note top and last packets in a queue Al Q， respectivelμA 
notation ‘'pk:= dequeue(MQ)" shows that the top packetpk 
=t呼I(A1Q)is dequeued合om白equeue M Q. cnqueue(Al Q， 
pk) means由ata packet pk is enqueued into the queue Al Q. 
size(MQ) indicates the to凶 amountof data of packe包 in
M Q. send(pk) shows that a packet pk is sent to all the des-
tination processes. c'ur何 nt.timestands for current time in a 

process. unique.no() shows a function where retums a value 
which is incremented by one each time the function is called. 
pk.T， pk.N， and pk.Q show time， packet number， and QoS 
carried by a packet pk， respectively. lJk.Q inc1udes pk.Q.D， 
pk.Q 
time， and holding time， respectively. 
[Receipt of a message from application) A message m合om
an application is decomposed into a sequence pkt(m) ofpack-
ets pk1，・・・，pk， in a process Pi: 

• for h=l，…，1， {pk".T :=ωrrent.time; 
pk".N:= uniq'llc.η00; enqueue(A1Q， pkll); } 

• pk:= t叩 (A1Q);
ifpk=仇{create a control packet c without data; 
c.Q.D:= size(AIQ}; c.Q.TT :=c.Q.D /TR; 
c.Q.HT:=HT・(ωrrent.time・pk).T};
send(c); };口

[Transmission of packets) 

• For each top packet pk = t叩(A1Q)，{ 
if(current.time -pk.T)三HT，{
pk:= dequeue(A1Q); c:= t句I(A1Q);
pk.Q.D := siZ(~(A1Q); 
pk.Q.TT:= lJk.Q.D / T R; 
pk.Q.HT := HT・(C'llrrent.time-c.T); 
send，ωk); }; }ロ

3.2 Traffic estimation 

On receipt ofthe QoS notification (QN)，…，QN，，) from 
processes Pt. ...， p，u a process Pt estimates the total number 
of packets to be received for a time unit ( 10 milliseconds). Let 
Tr fi [T] show number of packets received合oma process Pi 
at time T.“T=O" means cuπent. time. Tr fi [T] is obtained 
合om出eQoS notification as follows: 

• Trh[T] := QNi.D / QNi.TT for T = QNi.HT， 
QNi.HT + 1， ...， QNi.HT + QNi.TT; 

The total number of packe臼 receivedat time T is 
E~~ 1 Tr fi [T]. If the maximum processing rate of a process 

Pt at time T is smaller than the total number (E~~ 1 Tr fi [T] + 
T R) of packets received and transmitted，出eprocess Pt will 
overrun buffer at time T. In case，出eprocess Pt does not 
deliver packets sent by less-prioritized processes in order to 
deliver packets合omhigher priority processes at time T. 

4 Evaluation 

4.1 TPSS 

A module of the Notification-based QoS Contro/ Protoco/ 
(NQCP) is implemented in C++ as processes on Solaris and 
Linux. In NQCP， a group is first estab1ished among multiple 
processes. Then， each process sends a packet to multiple pro-
cesses and receives packets合omeach proc白 sin the group. 
N QC P is evaluated compared with a釘ヨditionalfeedback-
based approach with respect to how many packe臼 arelost 

due to bu宵eroverruns and how much throughput is obtained 
by redundant transmission. 

First， we evaluate the two-phase slow start (TPSS) algo-

rithm. In TPSS， redundant packets are transmitted while 
packets lost are recovered. Hence， TPSS is evaluated in terms 
of the number of packets lost and the e能 ctivereceipt rate of 
application data. The e宵ectivereceipt rate means the rate at 
which application da阻 isreceived. Since redundant packe胞
are transmitted in TPSS， the effective receipt rate is smaller 
than the receipt rate at each process. A pair of processes Pl 
and P2 are rea1ized on two Linux personal computers (PCs) 
(Xeon 1.7GHz x 2 and Xeon 2.0GHz x 2)， respectively， inter-
connected in a Gigabit Ethernet. In addition， NIST Net [12] 
runs on the PCs in order to make a long fat pipe network. 

Each one-way delay time between the processes 1Jl and P2 is 
extended to 100 milliseconds to simulate a wide-area network 
in a local area network by NIST Net， i.e. RTT (Round Trip 
Time) = 200 [msec] and BDP (Bandwidth Delay Product) = 

25 [Mbytes]. In出eevaluation， the process P2 transmits pack-
ets to the other process Pl for 150 seconds. Here， each packet 
is 30kbytes long. We make the following assumptions in血e

evaluation: 

1. If pl > 5 [%]， the receiver process Pl notifies the sender 
process P2 of 80% decrease of the original transmission 
rate. Otherwise， Pl notifies P2 of 120% increase. 

2. A parity packet is inserted every five packe包釦d出e
packet distance is 20 in the redundant phase of TPSS. 
That is， one segment is 120 packets which is decom-

posed into 20 subsegments. Each subsegment is com-
posed of 5 data packets with one parity packet. 

Figures 6 and 7 show e宵ectivereceipt rate and packet loss 
ratio of the receiver process Pl in TPSS and traditional slow 
start approaches， respectively. Table 1 summarizes how many 
packets are delivered， lost， and recovered. This evaluation 
shows that fewer number of packets are lost in the TPSS ap-
proach than the traditional slow start approach. In the tradi-
tional approach， the receiver process overruns the bu宵ereven
whi 
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Next， we evaluate the QoS notification approach. A group 

is composed offour processes Pt. P2， P3， and P4 on two Sun 
workstations (UltraSPARC-II 400MHz x 2 and UltraSPARC-
111 900MHz x 2) and two Linux PCs (Xeon 1.7GHz x 2 and 
Xeon 2.0GHz x 2)， respectively. The computers are inter-

connected in a Gigabit Ethemet. The processes Pl， P2， and 
P3 transmit packe也 toall the processes in the group while 
the process P4 only receives packets as shown in Figure 8. 
One packet is 30kbytes long. Each packet stays in the mes-
sage queue (!v/Q) for 100 milliseconds [msec]， i.e. HT=100. 
Each queue 1¥1 Q is so long that a process can deliver the 
QoS notification of each packet to every other process in 100 
[msec] (=HT) until the packet is transmitted. Ifa process can 
have enough processing rate to receive all the packets sent by 
the other processes， there is no problem. It is problem how 
to receive packets if more number of packets arrive at a pro-
cess than the process can receive. In NQCP， a process tries 
to receive all packets from higher-prioritized processes even 
if some packets from lower-prioritized processes are lost. We 
evaluate the QoS notification approach in terms of how many 
prioritized packets are delivered at出eprocess P4 on the fol-
lowing assumptions: 

1. If pl > 5 [%]，白ereceiver process P4 notifies each sender 
process of 80% decrease of the original transmission 
rate. Otherwise， P4 notifies each sender of 120% in-
crease. 

2. The process 1)2 is the most highly prioritized in the pro・
cess ])4・Theprocess ])4 takes the priority-based packet 

delivery・

3. The process P2 would like to send packets at 100Mbps. 

QoS notification 4.2 message. The average packet loss ratio is 21.9% at average ef-
fective receipt rate 441 Mbps. On the other hand， packe臼 lost
are recovered合omredundant packe臼 withoutre仕組smission
when the buffer overruns at the receiver process in TPSS. The 
average packet loss ratio is 5.4% at average e宵ectivereceipt 
rate 427Mbps. This evaluation shows出atnot only packe臼
lost are more recovered but also由e釘ansmissionrate can be 
mo問 adaptivelychanged in TPSS than traditional slow start 
approach. The effective packet loss ratio can be reduced to 
one fourth of the釘aditionalapproach since packets lost can 
be recovered in TPSS. In addition， application data can be de-
livered without re汀ansmissioneven if some packets are lost. 
This means TPSS supports more flexib1e data transmission 
against change of packet loss ratio. 
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Figure 6. Two-phase slow start approach. 

Figure 8. Communication among processes. 

notification feedback 

])1 # of packets delivered 21352 68173 

# of packet 10st 7254 12468 

(average packet 10ss) (23.5%) (15.5%) 

P2 # of packets delivered 50106 47166 

# of packet lost 2628 6889 
(average packet loss) (5.0%) (12.7%) 

P3 # of packets de1ivered 20978 12790 
# of packet lost 677 564 

(average packet 10ss) (3.1%) (4.2%) 

Table 2. Evaluatlon result 
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Figures 9 and 10 show the e宵ectivereceipt rate and packet 
loss ratio of the process P4合omthe process P2 obtained in 
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Figure 10. Notlflcation-based approach. 

the feedback-based approach and QoS noti白cation-basedap-
proach， respectively. Table 2 summarizes how many packets 
from the processes Pl， P2， and P3 are de1ivered and lost in 
the process P4・Theprocess P4 suffers仕ombuffer overrun in 
the feedback-based approach. On the other hand， more num-
ber of prioritized packets can be delivered by changing de-
livery rate of packets sent by less-prioritized processes in the 
notification-based approach. Thus， the packet loss ratio be-
tween出eprocesses P2 and P4 is 12.7% in the feedback-based 
approach while only 5.0% in the notification-based approach. 
In addition， the receipt rate of packets from the process P2 
in the notification-based approach is about 6.2% higher than 
the feedback-based approach as shown in Figures 9 and 10 
because fewer number of packets are lost. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

Multimedia messages are exchanged among multiple pro-
cesses in a group so as to satisち，QoS required byapp1ications. 
We proposed the two-phase slow start (TPSS) da阻 transmis-
sion algorithm where the transmission rate is increased by 
transmitting more redundant packets without increasing ap-
plication da阻.One parity packet is transmitted for a subseg-
ment of packets named segments. Packets in mu1tiple seg-
ments are interleaved in transmission. Even if packets are 

lost in a burst manner due to出ebu宵eroverrun， at most one 
packet is lost in a segment. Destination processes can receive 
a11 application data by recovering data carried by packets lost. 
In addition，世lenotification approach is adopted to a司just出e
transmission rate in change of甘affic.Packets of a message 
are sent on HT time units after notiちringall the destination 
processes of the QoS information of the message. We im-
plemented the protocol NQCP. We showed that more number 
of prioritized packets can be de1ivered in the NQCP白m 白e
traditional feedback-based approach in the evaluation. 
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